
SECTION 32

Gujarati Writing

P. J. MlSTRY

The Gujarati script, used for writing Gujarati and Kacchi, is a variant of Devanagari

(section 31), differentiated by the loss of the head strokes and varying degrees of

modifications in the remaining characters. The earliest available documents are, in

handwriting, a 1592 manuscript and, in printing, a 1797 advertisement. Yet until the

middle of the nineteenth century, the script was used primarily for correspondence

and bookkeeping, while Devanagari was used for literary and scholarly works. Writ-

ten from left to right, with symbols aligned at their heads, the script is organized in

terms of the aksara 'syllable'. It has been referred to as sardphi 'banker's', vdnidsdi

'merchant's', and mahdjani 'trader's'. Its 45 basic symbols are divided into svara

'vowels' and vyamjana 'consonants' (see Parikh 1974 for a history; Lambert 1953:

134-70 and Cardona 1965: 53-60 for description).

The symbols

Vowels, listed in their conventional order in table 32.1, are grouped into historical

hrasva 'short' and dirgha 'long' classes, according to the laghu 'light' and guru

table 32.1: Vowel Symbols
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table 32.2: Occlusives

Voiceless Plosives

Unaspirated Aspirated

Voiced Plosives

Unaspirated Aspirated Nasals

Velar h k [k] H kh [k
h

]

Palatal H c [tf] & ch [tf]

Retroflex £ t [fl S th [f]

Dental ct t [t] 2l th [t
h

]

Labial H p [p] $ ph [f]

^L g [Q] H gh [g
fi

]

*/ j [*] 3 jh [cfe
fi

]

^> 4 [cU £ dh [<£] l^J. n [nj

$ d [d] H dh [d
fi

] 4 n [n]

<H b [b] CH bh [b
fi

] H m [m]

'heavy' syllables they create in traditional verse. The historical long vowels I ii are no

longer distinctively long in pronunciation; only in verse do syllables containing 9 /,

feTf, § w, §1 w, and ^ r assume the values required by a meter.

Consonant symbols are classified into muldksara 'root letters' and joddksara

'conjunct letters', with the first group additionally subgrouped in terms of articula-

tion. The basic consonant symbols are shown in table 32.2.

The conventional order (from left to right in the tables) has 23 plosives, 4 sono-

rants, and 3 sibilants (table 32.3), and four additional characters: <§ ha, a glottal fri-

cative; Vila, a retroflex lateral; and two conjuncts, Qksa and $,jna [gn].

Other signs are: anusvdra, a dot above a character, representing a nasal element,

as in i ku\ visarga , a silent symbol in some Sanskrit words; and S n [q], a velar nasal,

also in Sanskrit. The symbols for numerals are shown in table 32.4.

Specific features

A postconsonantal ™i a has no overt mark; it is inherent in a consonantal symbol.

Thus h is ka (a slanting stroke, virdma, makes it khodo 'lame' and marks it as just a

consonant; thus $ is k). Other vowel symbols have their full form in initial and post-

TABLE 32.3:
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vocalic positions (e.g. ™il$lldsd 'wish', <Hl&bhdl 'brother'). In postconsonantal po-

sition, they occur as diacritics juxtaposed on one or more sides of the consonant

symbol (table 32.1).

Many consonantal symbols contain a vertical line (e.g. Hpa, H ca), but some do

not (e.g. h ka, °/ja). In clusters, the first letter(s) lose the vertical line, and only the

last one retains it, e.g., the combinations of rl ta, Qksa, and °Zja with Hya are cH
tya, ^i ksya, and ^ijya.

Special conjunct forms exist for the following:

1. ^s(a) appears as * preceding $1 la, <={ va, H na (£H sma but *& sla), as well as

3. ra ( SI sra) and H ca ( *H sea).

2. Ita has a different shape when it is preceded by ^ s(a): ^ sta.

3. 3. rf<2J, as a first member, takes the form repha - over the following letter (e.g.

h rka). As a last member, ra is a subscript -with £/(#), £ </(#), and S th(a) (e.g. ££ra).

With other symbols, it is a diagonal stroke ^ attached at the lower left (I kra, Hpra).

The conjuncts /*ra, dra, and fra appear as & £, and ^l respectively. Affixing - u and

- u to 3. ra results in 3. ~ 3? rw and 3. r«.

4. <§ h(a) combines with M.ya, H ma, and ^ r as €l /rya, Si hma, and d /zr.

5. S JfaJ combines with M.ya, <=l va, Ho7*a, and Hma to result in S4.dya, ^dva, ^
doTza, and ^ dma. It also combines with ^ r as £ Jr.

6. «v1, $2, ?*} - «/, and «vt~ ff/are ya, ji, ju, andyw, respectively.

7. Geminates tta, dda, ththa, and dhdha combine vertically: £, k, I, and i (cf. §

ttha). Tt tfa and £ dda are special forms.

Gujarati writing is essentially phonemic, with some exceptions. A word-final

consonant which is written Ca is pronounced as C; thus H*t mana is [man] 'mind'.

Deletion of a in a base morpheme, under certain conditions (cf, a-deletion in Mistry

1995), is not indicated in the written form; thus rl ta is pronounced [te] in HcR§L
kdtarase 'he will carve' but not in ilcR katare [katre] 'he carves'. Anusvdra has two

values: either nasalization of a vowel (§ hum [hu] T) or a nasal consonant homor-

ganic with a following occlusive (&lramg [rsrjg] 'color').

The use of visarga, virama, the nasal S- n, and ^ts r is restricted mainly to Sanskrit

loans. Similarly, the distinction between \sa and $lsa is only a writing convention.

The system is underdifferentiated for open/close and clear/murmur distinctions

in vowels (cf. Pandit 1966: 156-77): thus homographic Ht^l morl for both [mori]

'gutter' and [mori] 'bland', and clRUaro for both [taro] 'star' and [taro] 'your' with

a murmured vowel.

The influx of English loans in recent years has made the representation of close

and open mid vowels critical. To represent the open vowels, a practice of inverting

the diacritics for e - and o -lis gaining ground: °i£ [bet] 'island' vs. <H£ [baet] 'bat',

^LtSl [bol] 'speak!' vs. Hl<H [bol] 'ball'. The shortcomings of the system have been

the basis for ongoing proposals for reform made by two individuals: Mahendra

Meghani from the 1950s, mainly for typographical reasons, and Dayashankar Joshi

from the early 1980s, with concern for literacy.
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J. Gujarati:

2. Transliteration:

3. Transcription:

4. Gloss:

tadapatra

tacjpstra

palm.leaf

Sample of Gujarati

para lakhavani be

par takWni be

on of.writing two

patro para lakhavani uttara

potro psr lskVani utter

leaves on of.writing north

HHHl $k$[ ^$<Wf\L Him
patrarnam jhlni anlvala soya

pstrsma <%
fi

ii\i aruua[a soja

in.leaf small edged needle

mesa puravani

me/ puruani

soot of.filling

/. W^lrlHl M*$$Q H^[?t5H cU^M^l
2. gujaratamam pahell paddhatie tadapatro

3. gucferatma pafieli poddh
3tie tacjpstro

4. in.Gujarat first by.system palm.leaves

/. (?)

2. (1)

3- ek

* (1)

/. 3HH

2. ane

3. one

4- and

£lt«M
sahithi

Jafiit
h
i

with.ink

(*)

(2)

be

(2)

2. pachithi

3. pstjVi

4. afterwardin.it ink or

temam sahi ke

tema Jafii ke

M^[rt% <$cfl

paddhatio hati

p9ddfi

3tio hati

systems were

bharatani paddhati

bfi

aretni padd^ti

Indian system

<=U »>t§Rl Hctffft

vade aksaro

uscje skjsro

with letters

daksina bharatani

dak/in^ b fi

arstni

south Indian

kotarine

kotrine

having.carved

paddhati

poddfi

Qti

system

lakhayela najare pade che

lok
h
ajela nsdpre pscje tfe

written sight fall is

There were two systems of writing on a palm leaf: (1) a north Indian system of
writing on leaves with ink, and (2) a south Indian system of carving letters with

a sharp needle and afterward filling the lines with ink or soot. In Gujarat one
finds palm leaves written in the first system.' —Parikh 1974: 61.
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